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ABSTRACT

Summary: NETGEN is an event-driven simulator that creates phylo-

genetic networks by extending the birth–death model to include diploid

hybridizations. DNA sequences are evolved in conjunction with the

topology, enablinghybridizationdecisions tobebasedoncontemporary

evolutionary distances. NETGEN supports variable rate lineages, root

sequence specification, outgroup generation and many other options.

This note describes theNETGEN application and proposes an extension

of the Newick format to accommodate phylogenetic networks.

Availability: NETGEN is written in C and is available in source form at

http://www.phylo.unm.edu/~morin/

Contact: morin@cs.unm.edu

Phylogenetic simulation and reconstruction methods usually

assume a tree topology with independent events of speciation

and extinction. However, reticulate events such as hybridization

and lateral gene transfer are known to occur along some evolution-

ary paths at the inter-species level. The presence of such events

transforms a tree into an evolutionary network. Over the last two

decades, phylogenetic networks have received increased attention at

both the inter-species (e.g. Gusfield, 2005; Moret et al., 2004;
Nakhleh et al., 2003) and the intra-species levels (e.g. Bandelt

et al., 1999; Posada and Crandall, 2001; Excoffier and Smouse,

1994). Software aimed at inter-species networks is limited

[e.g. SplitsTree (Huson and Bryant, 2006) and T-REX (Makar-

enkov, 2001)] while there are more packages available at the intra-

species level [e.g. Treevolve (Grassly et al., 1999), Network
(FluxusEngineering, 1999, http://www.fluxus-engineering.com/),

TCS (Clement et al., 2000), Arlequin (Schneider et al., 2000),
UMP (Cassens et al., 2005)]. However, a simulator at the inter-

species level to generate evolutionary networks does not exist, a

lack that hampers the assessment and further development of net-

work reconstruction methods.

NETGEN (Morin, 2006) is an event-driven simulator that extends

the birth–death model (Renshaw, 1991) to include diploid hybrids.

Hybridization decisions are made according to the DNA sequences

of contemporary lineages; thus, in contrast to tree-based simulators,

sequences co-evolve with the topology. Options include variable

rate lineages, hybridization limits, choice of root sequences, out-

group generation and deviation from ultrametricity. Written in C,

NETGEN is command-line driven with text files for input and output.

It is composed of three modules. The first module, NG, contains

the simulation logic; the second provides the interface between NG

and the third, which is a sequence generator. We have chosen the

popular Seq-Gen (Rambaut and Grassly, 1977) as our sequence

generator, but any desired generator can be used with modification

to the second module. Robust simulation studies can be conducted

as NETGEN utilizes individual process identifiers to distinguish

the communication files for separate simulations. Furthermore, a

user-specified seed for a pseudorandom number generator ensures

reproducibility of runs.

A priority queue tracks all events. Currently three types of events

are implemented: birth, death and diploid hybridization. The queue

structure enables the addition of other types of events such as lateral

gene transfer, polyploid hybridizations and mass extinction. Events

are scheduled according to exponential interarrival times. At the

creation of a new lineage, event times are generated for each of

the event types using the corresponding user-specified rates and the

earliest of these generated events is retained and placed on the

queue.

The network generation process starts with two active lineages,

each with a future event scheduled on the queue. The simulation

advances by processing the next queued event. Once completed,

events are logged and removed from the queue. This process

continues until either the desired number of extant taxa is reached

or the event queue is empty. In the former, normal case, we choose

the final end time randomly between the last completed event and

the first remaining event on the queue (if any); this choice avoids

artificially short branch lengths and matches reality well, since the

sampling of modern taxa occurs at what amounts to a randomly

chosen time between two evolutionary events.

NETGEN tracks both evolutionary and clock-based branch

lengths. When requesting a sequence, the evolutionary branch

length is passed to the sequence generator so the appropriate amount

of evolutionary change can be simulated. The clock time is required

to order the queue and to identify all active lineages when searching

for a potential second parent in a hybridization event.

The network aspect of NETGEN comes from the implementation

of diploid hybridization. As described above, a lineage is assigned a

future event when it is created. If the scheduled event is a hybrid-

ization and the maximum number of allowed hybrids has not been

reached, a second contemporary lineage is sought to form a pair of

parent lineages for the hybrid. First branch lengths and sequences

are updated for all active lineages. A second parent for the

hybridization event is then chosen according to the user-specified

method of (1) minimum hamming distance, (2) minimum evolu-

tionary distance or (3) random choice. In the first two cases, a user

has the option to additionally specify a threshold above which

a hybridization will not be performed. Each parent randomly

contributes half of its chromatids in each chromosome to create

a new species, while propagating its original lineage (Fig. 1).�To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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The continuing lineage of the first parent and the hybridized lineage

are assigned their future events based on the specified event rates.

The lineage of the second parent already had an event queued prior

to the hybridization and so proceeds without requiring the genera-

tion of a new event.

NETGEN allows the user to declare the number of chromosomes

and chromatids (memory permitting) as well as the root

sequence(s). If root sequence information is not provided, it is

created by the sequence generator. Outgroups can be generated

according to user-specified (dis)similarity bounds. NETGEN creates

by default ultrametric networks (with respect to evolutionary branch

lengths) and fixed event rates across all lineages, as is typical in the

phylogenetic community, but it also allows for the exploration of

different model behaviors. If non-ultrametric networks are desired,

the evolutionary branch lengths are deviated according to a gamma

distribution. For the variable-rate lineage option, each lineage is

assigned positive event rates from normal distributions specified by

the user.

Under the birth–death model, the mean population size is

described by n ¼ n0e
ðB�DÞ · t, where n0 is the initial population

size, t is the time and B and D are the birth and death rates, respec-

tively (Renshaw, 1991). Like a birth, hybridization adds one new

lineage to the phylogeny; therefore the new mean population size is

now n ¼ n0e
ðB�DþHÞ · t, where H is the hybridization rate. Thus the

natural log of the population size grows linearly in time with a slope

of B � D + H—something we verified experimentally for 25 000

extant taxa and a variety of values for B, D and H (Table 1).

With phylogenetic network visualization in mind, NETGEN

includes a modified version of the Newick tree format which we

have developed to describe networks. Figure 2 shows a tree and a

network, with corresponding Newick strings. Node 3 of the network

is a hybrid node, denoted by the addition of #H. Lateral gene

transfer, another reticulate evolutionary event, can be represented

in this format as well by annotating such nodes with #LGT. Gen-

erating this format requires knowledge about the node type and

which nodes have been visited, so as to avoid traversing their sub-

trees more than once. This format is a depth-first traversal and

reverts to Newick tree format when network nodes are not present.

NETGEN is a novel simulator for creating phylogenetic networks

with diploid hybrids. DNA sequences are evolved with the topology

allowing the hybridization decisions to be based on sequence simi-

larity. In combination with the tripartition measure of Moret et al.
(2004), NETGEN enables us to assess the performance of network

reconstruction tools. Planned enhancements include adding other

events such as lateral gene transfer, providing more complex models

of birth [e.g. inheritability of speciation rates (Heard, 1996)],

incorporating the tripartition measure of Moret et al. (2004) and
packaging the whole as a module for Mesquite (Maddison and

Maddison, 2001, mesquiteproject.org).
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Fig. 1. Graphical representation of a diploid hybrid event. Each parent do-

nates half of its chromatid sequences to the hybrid species.

Table 1. Predicted and observed mean population growth rates

Rates Expected growth Measured growth

fitted slope ± sB D H B � D + H

2.0 — — 2.0 2.004 ± 0.013

2.0 0.5 — 1.5 1.498 ± 0.020

— — 1.0 1.0 0.998 ± 0.008

2.0 — 1.0 3.0 2.999 ± 0.027

2.0 0.5 1.0 2.5 2.492 ± 0.031

Ten iterations per scenario, each with 25 000 extant taxa.
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Fig. 2. Regular versus modified Newick formats. Phylogeny on the right

includes a hybrid node (3) denoted by #H.
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